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Introduction

Wikipedia is a unique information network of all collective human knowledge together with the relationships between different entities and concepts. Articles range a variety of subjects and are usually
contributed to by an active community knowledgeable on that subject. An article’s text can contain inline hyper links to other articles if an editor deems the conceptual connection strong enough to warrant
explicit annotation. Previous work in [1] and [2] has made the observation that articles exhibit a sort
of small world phenomenon in which one can navigate between two conceptually distant topics just
by following inline page hyperlinks in relatively few hops. This work is motivated by trying to understand how the Wikipedia link graph became able to be navigated this way. By examining the Wikipedia
hyperlink graph evolution, I hope to better understand the criteria used by editors for deciding if a conceptual relationship exists between two concepts worthy of addition; in effect capturing some escence
of human thought processes. My early comparisons between articles created in different generations
of Wikipedia’s lifetime show far heavier linking activity throughout from older articles. By examining
context aware evolution, noticing which topics are linking to each other and when, seemingly intuitive
hypotheses for this initial observation do not seem to be the best explanation.

1.1

Wikipedia Revision History

Each Wikipedia article has a unique identifier, title, and text. If the article is well developed enough,
it may have several user added section headers which divide the content into separate sections. Users
can also annotate articles with a number of established Categories which are nothing other than an
article with a list of member articles. The Category articles themselves are also organized in a graph
like fashion with each Category permitted to be added to a number of parent Categories. Wikipedia
dumps the entire revision history of each language version on a regular basis. Each dump contains the
entire revision history of every single article as a snapshot of the entire article’s content at that time
rather than modification deltas.

1.2

Subgraph sampling

Since the dump in 2012 contained almost 11M artiles, I sought to extract a much smaller active community of high content articles by using a 2-approximation algorithm for finding a dense subgraph. I
first tried extracting a subgraph over all of Wikipedia, but noticed that large indexes with poor contextual evidence (such as “2007”, “1998 in Film”, “List of baseball nicknames”) dominated the results
from my subgraph extraction. I then performed subgraph extraction on articles which touch at least
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one subcategory of an article of Computer Science as candidates. Interestingly enough, the collectively
editor maintained Category graph not only contains cycles but also exhibits a behavior where Category
links are drawn between potentially very distantly related subjects. This extraction process actually
gives confidence that sampling this way is a somewhat effective means of accurately sampling all of
Wikipedia but this analysis is omitted.
I parsed the entire Wikipedia revision history for my chosen subgraph of 50k articles and simulated
the commit order to view how various properties of the graph evolve with time. For each article, I extracted the following from each revision: 1) article introduction text (if the article is in early conception
and does not have enough content for section headers, then the entire content is used); 2) the commit
time; 3) the size of all the article text; 4) article links which appeared in the previous revision but not
this one (links removed); 5) article links which are new to this revision and for each one, the inline
text used as well as the corresponding section header (if the inline link is under a section and not the
introduction).
With extracting the link context the hope is that each community’s dictionary of frequently used
words will be small enough and strong enough to differentiate it from other communities as well as
find communities which draw similar conceptual relations. This turned out to yield a surprisingly very
strong and significant signal, most of the time with very intuitive empirical results.
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Article Generation Evolution

For simulating the commit history of the subgraph, all chosen article commits are ordered chronologically. For each commit, I create a node for the article if this is its first commit. Then if new inline links
are added in this revision, I add an edge to the target articles for each corresponding link.
Let ai be the i-th article added to Wikipedia and let Gt contain all articles ai with creation time
create(ai ) < t and links added before t. G∞ will denote the current state of the graph today and Gt0 will
denote the singleton article at Wikipedia’s conception time. To understand how article linking behavior
changes with respect to time, I define an article generation partitioning function Q which separates
articles into 8 equal intervals based on birthing times ranging in {[t0 , tb1 ), [tb1 , tb2 ), . . . , [tb7 , t∞ )}. Each
article belongs to a single generation, ai ∈ Qj (Gt ), if create(ai ) ∈ [tb(j−1) , tbj ).
To compare differences in inlink and outlink behavior for each generation, I examine values at fixed
discretized timesteps ∆t. Figure 1 shows for each generation Qj during timestep ∆t, the percentage
of articles creating at least one outlink from the previous timestep
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| Qj |
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I {outdeg(Gt (ai )) − outdeg(Gt−∆t (ai )) > 0}

ai ∈Qj (Gt )

and the average number of edits during this timestep
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| Qj |

X

totedits(Gt (ai )) − totedits(Gt−∆t (ai ))

ai ∈Qj (Gt )

I also examined the percentage of articles which fall in both the strongest and weakest connected
components (SCC,WCC). Although the subgraph becomes rapidly weakly connected after around 2006
with most edges from then on closing paths which are already 2-3 hops away, the subgraph remains
only about 70% strongly connected.
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Figure 1: (l) average edits in each timestep per generatino (r) percentage of each articles in a given
generation with more than 0 outlinks
Figure 1 shows the edit and outlinking activity of each generation. Each generation goes through a
birth period with a large amount of outlinking activity which quickly diminishes with the exception of
earlier generations. Older generations go through a significant growth period both in terms of content
editing and linking during the middle of Wikipedia’s lifetime. Linking activity for younger articles
seems to become saturated very early on, yet the average edit activity per article is still almost as
high as older generations. Viewing inlinking properties also indicates that younger generations receive
smaller amounts of references.

2.1

Further Questions

Although articles are being added at a steady rate and most of the edit activity increasingly resides on
younger article generations, it is not immediately obvious why most of the link activity resides on older
articles and the fraction of articles in the largest SCC does not seem to increase beyond a certain point.
One could ask several questions including: 1) Were articles which are more central and have very high
topical relevance to many different subjects created first? Are they universal to conceptually distant
things or are topically relevant communities continuously linking amongst each other from an active
editor base? 2) Are certain subjects becoming more developed and expanding to create articles on
subsections, or are they expanding their link base to new topics where connections did not previously
exit? Furthmore, do certain topics experience growth patterns in which many links are created in
a short period until relevance saturation? 3) Is there a known set of central topics which basically
everyone has some relationship too, or does each active community have its own set which it talks to?

3
3.1

Article Community Evolution
Overlapping Community Clustering

In attempting to understand the differences in article generational behavior I devised a scheme to
partition the articles into communities and compare each community’s similarity in content as well as
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linking patterns. Fortunately the general editor diligence to keep recent article additions updated for
category classification provides a very good clustering of topically relevant communities for free. The
fact that some subject matter is inherently more universal than others is accurately captured by the
respective articles being tagged with multiple communities.
Let J be a community grouping function (not partitioning since articles can have multiple categories). To reduce the sample space, I consider only communities which have at least 25 members in
G∞ . Let Ci be a community of articles corresponding to category ci . The community membership state
of the j -th community at a time t is Cj (t) = J j (Gt ) = {∀k, ak : cj ∈ cats(ak }.
For each community, I keep track of several things including: number of {inlinks,outlinks} from
all other tracked categories, the “containment” of the community as percentage of total edges in the
community to other articles who are also members of the community, the “centrality” of the community
as the percentage of articles which belong to at least N other communities to measure the universality
of a given topic.

3.2

Modeling the Language of Topics

For each community Ci , let τL (di ), τI (di ) be the compiled link and introduction text for every article in
Ci . In order to learn the vocabulary of each community, I perform TF IDF across all documents (separately for link and introduction text) and pick the eight highest scoring words from each community
and place them in a reduced vocabulary sets VL , VI respectively. TF IDF is then performed again over
this reduced vocabulary and M (VL , τl ), M (VI , τI ) are the resulting row normalized TF IDF matrix where
each column j is the score of the j -th word and each row i is the unit normalized word score vector for
community i.
Let fθ,V (τ (di ), τ (dj )) denote the cosine similarity of the languages of communities i and j over V .
For each community Ci , I examined 10 communities in decreasing order of highest scores:
• fθ,VL (τL (di ), τL dj ) – similarity in the language of linking (we draw similar connections).
• fθ,VI (τI (di ), τI dj ) – similarity in the language of content (we talk about similar things).
• fθ,VI ∪VR,L (τL (di ), τI (dj )) – similarity in the language of linking against the content of all other
communities (you talk about something I tend to link to).
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Evaluation

Although I had originally planned to perform link prediction, early analysis of the hyperlink graph
evolution revealed my initial strategies would not yield much insight without first observing the data in
more detail. Instead I chose for now to perform a mostly empirical analysis of the resulting hub articles
which garner most of the link activity. With this insight I hope further learning analysis I perform will
be more fruitful.
Community containment and centrality is shown in Figure 2 for selected Categories from the top
inlinked references communities in G∞ .
Categories such as theories and island nations are collections of likely unrelated subjects which
have a relatively low probablity of linking to each other; the containment effectively captures the lack of
homophily of these communities. Others like phenols and fictional henchman represent communities
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Figure 2: For selected articles (l) containment and (r) centrality against time
which largely index each other and can only expansively connect to subjects in the same domain. The
ability for humans to naturally draw connections from each of these to other topics is limited. Other
communities in the software domain can easily draw connections to each other as well as other various
social and technological subjects and consequently have a more balanced containment. High values
of containment indicate closely knit subjects which can draw limited conceptual relationships, and low
values indicate a lack of conceptual relationships beyond a one or two blanket classification properties.
One interesting property immediately apparent is that centrality almost always decreases with time.
The more expansive the articles become in a given subject, the less likely the details of the topic will
be just as central to everything else. online social networking was probably very central early on
due to the lack of development of other topics in Wikipedia, but as these matured the lack of relevance
of online social networking to the greater domains of human knowledge became apparent. Some
subjects like economics and communism are inherently more central to human thought and can people
can draw links to many even somewhat conceptually distant topics, whereas education can only go so
far.
Figure 3 shows for selected source categories, the top 10 highest cosine similarity products over TF
IDF models introduced, and for each candidate Category, the percentile rank of that Category’s membership count as well as the percentile rank of the number of {in,out}links from the source Category.
A higher percentile rank indicates that the source Category has a strong link relationship to the target
Category. Notice that link.intro product values are always much lower since they are over a larger
vocabulary and each of the vectors in the product originates from separate, but not necessarily disjoint
contexts.
When examining intro.intro products for communism the results are interesting yet not too surprising.
Related ideologies seem to have more content similarity over categories associated with founders and
practicioners. When looking at link.intro products, however, it is very interesting to see the communal
undertones in open and collaborative software development as well as sharing (of music, online content,
etc) in the digital revolution. Link activity to these subjects is limited which makes sense. Experts
on communism probably do not immediately draw connections to software development when asked
reference topics relevant to communism (ie, its much more likely they will think of marxist leaders,
other ideologies, practicing countries, wars, etc).
The intro.intro products for logical fallacies are again very intuitive and not too surprising; the
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Figure 3: communism (tl) intro.intro product (tr) link.intro product ; logical fallacies (ml) intro.intro
product (mr) link.intro product. crimes (bl) link.intro product (br) link.link product. red circles are
percentile rank of Category membership over all articles, and {blue,yellow} triangles are the percentile
ranks of number {in,out}links that the source Category (communism) has for each other Category.
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highest results representing relatively disjoint paths one would think about when asked to draw connections. What’s interesting to note is the communities with the strongest linking relationships are
actually relatively small compared to those of communism. Observing other high activity source categories also shows that there is no one set of large community articles through which all topics draw
some sort of connection. Another interesting point is that the language logical fallacies use to
draw connections is very similar to the content present in religious sects. Some of these relationships
are actually mapped in the graph, but not all religions of seemingly equal relevance exhibit the same reciprocation potentially indicating the variance in the relationships the representative editor community
is able (or wants) to draw.
Examining the link.intro products for crimes against online piracy again yields something very
interesting about human concept linking. Although piracy has highest similarity match and also has
strong outlink activity to crimes, the relationship seems to be mostly one way. This resembles the
general public acceptance of pervasive piracy of media; when one thinks of crimes most associations are
immediately drawn to murder, rape, law, etc over piracy. The prevelance of these one way relationships
could explain why the graph never converges to be strongly connected.

Figure 4: (l) selected community inlink behavior to the human-computer intreraction Category. (r)
selected community outlink behavior of the sociology Category.
Figure 4 shows linking behavior of selected categories to other communities and how it changes
with time.
Certain categories like politics and anxiety disorders were inlinking from the beginning and
likely the continual activity is on subsections of these articles becoming more developed. However,
new ones like youth and firewall software appeared much later in the graph and could possibly
be due to a later addition in article content which had grounds for connection. Some connections
seem to flatline and become saturated after a growth period and others continue to grow steadiy as in
sociology.
Each hub community seems to exhibit widely different linking behavior, but there is a general trend
for very central topics to expand outwards. Most fundamental topics seem to have originated early in
Wikipedia’s conception and spawned new articles from subsections once the content reached a substantial state. These new subarticles, however, have a normally smaller ground by which they can draw
connections and can link most easily to the parent content. This hypothesis has yet to be fully tested,
but serves as an intuitive explanation for high edit activity with fast decreasing outlink activity and
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diminishing centrality of early fundamental topics.
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Further Exploration

Examining candidate Categories with link.link and link.intro similarity products and receiving intuitive
results yet with low link activity may be of use for further exploration in failed Wikispeedia navigation
paths in [1]. Are these links which should exist, but just haven’t had the time yet to form? Can we use
this to aid editors in figuring out which areas have not been fully saturated in worthwhile links? One
way link relationships visible indicate human tendency to draw connections in only one direction. It
would be interesting to examine the criteria for why certain associations only seem to be one way.
Examining centrality, containment, and language aware patterns yield a variety of intuitive results
(and intuitive for different reasons) for each community. I plan to take the next steps to learn relative
importance of these properties in drawing connections between concepts (do we tend to link to more
central topics over more similar topics?) as well as analyze the temporal elements of drawing connections (must the conent contain certain information before links of a different nature are formed?)
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